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Executive Summary
Fallback clause is one of the most important pieces to complete the LIBOR reform.
It allows legacy contracts to have legal continuity and avoid litigation among
contractual parties. The main organizations for Cash products and derivatives
propose different approaches about the application of the clause in the legacy
contracts. ISDA, for derivatives contracts, launched in October 2020 a protocol to
amend contracts by using the fallback clause previously defined in the various
working groups. The supplement will amend ISDA’s standard definitions to
incorporate robust fallbacks for legacy derivatives linked to IBORs from January
25th , 2021. For cash products, FCA and LMA, with the support of the main
regulators, have been working together with the market participants in order to
define common rules and waterfall choices to amend the contracts. The following
papers tries to illustrate (i) the different approaches in the two areas, (ii) the trigger
events for the fallback clause and (iii) how the migration could happen once the
LIBORs will be dismissed.
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IBORs are the benchmark rates in the wholesale deposits market and represent the core of the
financial system by providing the basis for the pricing of the majority of the financial contracts.
After the LIBOR scandal, FSB decided to move ahead to a new cluster of benchmarks which
rely on more robust, solid and transparent methodologies of calculation with respect to the former
benchmarks aiming at providing soundness and reliability to the whole market. These rates are
defined as Alternative reference rates and cover up five currency areas, the ones represented by the
LIBORs.
The new reference rates are already being published by the respective national regulators and
have been acquiring more and more liquidity in the last years in the markets of reference. The
Benchmark regulation settled some specific requirements for the new ARRs and in particular
requires them to:
• Provide a robust and accurate representation of interest rates in core money markets;
• Offer a reference rate for financial contracts that extend beyond the money market;
• Serve as a benchmark for term lending and funding.
Banks and financial institutions are being working on the LIBOR transition in order to adequate
processes, procedures, financial contracts and their reporting processes by the end of 2021, as
required by the majority of the international regulators. The regulation of the new benchmarks is
creating divergences in the international markets and this uncertainty is adding complexity to the
banks within the process of adaption and adjustment of the internal systems for the management
of the different type of contracts. The following chapter focuses on the new standard in the loans
market as defined by the main working groups of the Sterling and Dollar areas and try to give a
clearer idea about the markets’ direction.

1.

Fallback Rate

The Fallback Rate is a replacement index of a particular benchmark rate and it is a contractual
condition defined either at the start of the contract or included in the existing contract through a
contractual amendment. The fallback rate for derivative contracts was defined by the ISDA [2], as
shown in the Table 1.
The Fallback Rate is calculated as the sum of in-arrears compounded rate (known at the end of
the period) and a spread adjustment, respectively described hereafter:
• Calculation of in-arrears compounded rate based on the time frame of the tenor which is going
to replace (base rate).
• Calculation of spread adjustment to be applied to the compounded rate. The spread adjustment
is calculated as a result of the median 5-years historical depth of the differences between
LIBOR values and O/N rates on the same reference tenor. The median was preferred on
the average of differences during ISDA consultation in 2019 in order to delete the outlier of
historical series and thus better represent the rate [5].
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The sum of the two components aforementioned allow to obtain the fallback rate. The fallback
rate publication happens near to the end period of the reference tenor in order to allow the
calculation of in-arrears compounded rate. The publication happens in T + 2 with respect to the
Reference tenor, where T is the original publication day of LIBOR. As follows, a citation from ISDA
manual is reported [5]:
“Each fallback rate for a particular IBOR and tenor that is published by Bloomberg will be linked
to an original IBOR rate record day. This fallback rate is based on a compounded RFR calculation
over the two business-day backward shifted IBOR period and will therefore be published towards
the end of the relevant IBOR period or tenor.”
The spread adjustment is provided by Bloomberg and other info-providers (i.e. Refinitiv)[2]. It is
not provided only the fallback rate but also its components in order to allow to financial institutes to
autonomously calculate the base rate according with market conventions required by each contract
and apply it when required.
1.1 Market Convention in Fallback Rate Usage
Regarding derivatives products the choice of the fallback rate was shared and approved with market
participants while, on the contrary, for cash products there is not a unique convention [4]. To date,
the following has been shared:
• Derivatives contracts will follow the amendment protocol defined by ISDA whose adhesion
will allow the hardwire modification of existing contracts. All the counterparties that will
accept to adhere to the ISDA protocol, will have their contracts amended with the inclusion of
fallback clause. The amendments will be valid from 25 January, date where ISDA protocol
will become law [4].
“This Protocol is intended for use without negotiation, but without prejudice to any amendment,
modification or waiver in respect of a Protocol Covered Document that the parties may otherwise effect
in accordance with the terms of that Protocol Covered Document” [4].
The clearing houses has already accepted the hardwired amendment of their contract till the
entrance into force of ISDA protocol.
“Clearing houses have indicated they will use the powers in their rule books to implement the fallbacks
in all of their legacy cleared derivatives transactions as of the effective date of the updates.[5]”.
Cash contracts will be subject to contractual amendment after either (i) bilateral agreement [1] or
(ii) in case of syndicated loans [1], agreements defined with participant pool and/or the agent bank
with waterfall methodology based on three different priority levels. There are differences between
dollar and sterling area: ARCC proposes three different levels of preferences in the fallback choice
while the Working Group of Sterling recommends the fallback clause defined by ISDA to proceed
coherently with derivatives products and hedging topics [1]. Since there is not a unique amendment
protocol for contracts, cash contracts will be subjected to renegotiation.
1.1.1

Cash Products: Focus ARRC and Sterling WG

As regards syndicated loans in the dollar area, the dollar working group proposes the choice of
benchmark substitution with three different levels of priority (waterfall decision):
• Base rate (SOFR in-advance) + spread adjustment. Someone may decide for a in-arrear SOFR
compounded rate coherently with derivative area; the dollar WG recommendations are not
precise on which level of priority to use among term SOFR or in-arrears SOFR rate) [1].
• Daily simple SOFR + adjustment [1].
• Borrower/agent decides the rate + adjustment [1].
Below, a citation from the ARCC document of 30/06/2020 on the fallback rate in syndicated
products:
www.iasonltd.com
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TABLE 1: Transition from LIBOR to RFRs for different currencies [5]

“The defined term “Benchmark Replacement” sets forth a waterfall to determine the particular
successor rate to be used. It is important to note that for administrative ease and hedging purposes,
each step in the waterfall approach must be assessed as of the first time a trigger event with respect
to the Benchmark becomes effective (this time is called the “Benchmark Replacement Date”). The
availability of each step in the waterfall is not re-evaluated at a later point in time”
In Table 2 the proposal for syndicated loans by the ARCC.
The waterfall approach is not equal to sterling area recommendations, where BoE and FCA
suggest the use of SONIA compounded in-arrears coherently with derivative area, as confirmed by
the Sterling working group in the following (“Active transition of GBP LIBOR referencing loans”) [3]:
“The Alternative Rates Paper notes that SONIA compounded in arrears is an appropriate
alternative reference rate for a large volume (by value) of the GBP LIBOR referencing loan market
and that SONIA should become the norm in most derivatives, bonds, and bilateral and syndicated
loan markets given the benefits of the consistent use of benchmarks across markets and the robust
nature of overnight SONIA.”
The citation aforementioned confirms the usage of compounded rate in-arrears as an alternative rate
for products indexed to GBP LIBOR rates.
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TABLE 2: Waterfall choice of fallback clause for USD cash products LIBOR based [1]

2.

Market Convention in Fallback Choice

From when the ISDA protocol will enter into force (25/01/2021), derivatives contracts will have
legal value both with LIBOR and fallback rate. This condition might cause the decision of the
clearing house to modify existing deal indexing, moving to fallback in a later date but close to
25/01/2021. In addition, the market is expecting that the notification of LIBOR dismission date
might happen very close, even before the entrance in force of ISDA protocol, in order to freeze the
spread adjustment.
One of the main aspect that have to be taken into account is the contracts renegotiation in the
cash area. If the benchmark LIBOR will have a variation after the dismission announce, the ideal
choice, according to ARRC for dollar area, will be to have in-advance rate generating daily interests
in order to contain the limits of a compounded rate in-arrears (where the information of cumulated
interests will be only at maturity date). This does not exclude the usage of compounded rate also
for the syndicated area, as cited by the ARCC:
“In addition, because standard derivatives will not reference a forward-looking term rate, either
as a fallback to USD LIBOR or in new SOFR-based derivatives, borrowers in the loan market
who execute swaps may prefer to remove Term SOFR (and adjust all of the corresponding cross
references within the fallback language) in order to fall back to Daily Compounded SOFR, to
better align with ISDA’s selected fallback rate.”
An open point related to the usage of SOFR in-advance (and also SONIA for the GBP) is the
compatibility with the benchmark regulation (to date the federal reserve for dollar area will publish
SOFR in-advance until the first half of 2021). The English regulator continues to recommend the
usage of a SONIA compounded in-arrears as a replacement benchmark for GBP LIBOR in coherence
with other derivatives products: “SONIA compounded in arrears is also consistent with fallbacks being
developed for ISDA documentation for derivatives” [6] and the working group recommends to use
SONIA term rate as a replacement rate for GBP LIBOR “it should be noted that the Working Group
considers that the use of TSRRs should be limited as indicated in the Alternative Rates per” [6].
2.1 Migration Index Event
There are different triggers for the fallback clause, listed herafter by the dollar working group:
1. Trigger for permanent cessation of the reference benchmark.
2. Trigger for pre-cessation when the reference benchmark is not considered liquid anymore.
3. Trigger for temporary unavailability - very unlikely event.
4. Triggers for early opt-in - case in which the agent or the counterparty declares the benchmark
switch starting from a certain date:
• As concerns derivatives products, the permanent cessation event might accelerate the
timing for LIBOR dismission and usage of fallback rate. Adhesion to the ISDA protocol
avoids the renegotiation between counterparties and facilitates the continuity of contracts
which have been indexed to LIBOR and have a maturity date after 31/12/2020.
www.iasonltd.com
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• As regards cash products, it will be necessary to renegotiate with counterparties the choice
of the rate in substitution to fallback rate. Despite the working group recommendations,
the choice of a fallback rate has not been imposed.
For what concerns the early opt-in events, the permanent cessation and/or the pre-cessation for
cash products (thus not supported by the contract amendment provided by ISDA protocol), the
dollar Working Group suggests to communicate the triggers fallback with appropriate timing in
order to allow the counterparties to organize indexes migration:
“Market participants should carefully consider the choice of threshold number to ensure that it is
high enough to allow for objective, clear direction, but low enough to not force parties to wait
before being able to transition to a successor rate if so desired.”
The suggested timing is 5 days before the event. When the 5 days end, from the sixth business day
the contract will be indexed to fallback rate.
2.2 Index Migration - Phased Approach
The trigger of migration event might be primed by benchmark cessation, benchmark pre-cessation or
contract early-opt. As regards cash products a renegotiation between the counterparties is needed in
order to choose the fallback clause; the renegotiation might follow the ISDA proposal, as suggested
by the sterling working group, or it might follow a waterfall approach, as suggested by the dollar
area.
For what concerns cash products is recommended a rollover switch so to continue with the
existing contract. In particular, sterling working group reports as follows [3]:
“It provides a phased approach to transition whereby GBP LIBOR is used until a point in time
after which there will be the switch to the alternative reference rate. A benefit of this approach is
that it requires a consideration of the same calculation, convention and documentation issues as a
new loan directly referencing SONIA compounded in arrears (or other alternative reference rate).
It also mitigates against the need of a further amendment process. There are various methods by
which a switch can be documented and this requires careful consideration.”
Following the working group recommendations, on the existing contract GBP LIBOR can be used
till the dismission day with a phased approach/rollover approach and, only after that day, the switch
will happen fixing the following period with new fallback rate. The benefit of this methodology is
that the new interest period will have the same specifics and conventions of a new product indexed
to a compounded rate in-arrears and it will avoid the infra-period switch which would require
the interests recording both with a rate in-advance and rate in-arrears. Furthermore, in the cash
area, it would require also an environment of observation mechanisms. The sterling working group
highlights how this method should be considered with particular attention. This would require that:
• The migration happens at the interest’s payment in the same moment of the rollover.
• Systems are able to manage compounded rate in-arrears with observation mechanisms defined
by different working group and they are able to receive the spread adjustment to apply to the
base rate, as calculated by Bloomberg or other info-providers.
An aspect to be considered regards the hedging. If a derivative is the hedge of a product, it will be
necessary to evaluate if the event involves the derivative/cash product and which are its impacts as
described by ISDA [5]:
“If a derivative is used to hedge an underlying instrument, such as a loan or a bond, it is important
to understand the triggers and fallbacks included in the underlying instrument and the derivative
(including where the new fallbacks have been incorporated into the derivative and where they
have not). Market participants will then know whether they match or diverge and, in the latter,
whether the differences are minor or material.”
The advantages of a phased approach are the following:
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FIGURE 1: The Phased Migration Approach for legacy products LIBOR-based

• Less Effort: the integration of the fallback clause in the systems would result more favorable
than a big bang migration, which instead might result in an infra-period index switch with a
in-advance rate.
• No Delta Management: it is not requested the remuneration between counterparties in case
there will be an index switch with a RFRs with no spread adjustment rather than the fallback
rate
• Less Operative Risks: in the systems which do not manage infra-period events it might be
necessary manual operations from users.
• Less Volume Management: the event would involve the entire existing operativity and it
would have transversal impacts on more systems simultaneously with an increase of operative
volumes which are not managed in the system AS-IS.
2.2.1

Example: Rollover Migration of Index in Cash Products

In the following list it is reported a possible migration scenario of a cash product switch from LIBOR
to fallback rate.
• LIBOR dismission announcement date: 01/01/2020 (spread adjustment frozen).
• LIBOR dismission date: 31/12/2020.
• Interests period: quarterly.
• Reference rate: GBP LIBOR 3M.
• Fallback rate: SONIA compounded + spread adjustment.
• Start date: 01/12/2020 (the interest period is fixed at LIBOR).
• End date: 28/02/2021.
Activity Plan:
• On 01/03/2021 the interest is paid at end date with a GBP LIBOR fixed at start date.
The roll-over occurs and from this moment on the same logic is used as for a new product
indexed to the new RFRs:
• On 01/03/2021 the system fixes the new interest period with the compounded rate in-arrears
and the required observation mechanisms;
• On 01/06/2021 it happens the interests’ payment calculated with compounded rate + the
spread adjustment, which has been frozen on 01/01/2020.

www.iasonltd.com
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FIGURE 2: The Infra-Period Migration Approach for legacy products LIBOR-based

2.2.2

Example: Infra-Period Transition for Cash Products

The infra-period transition for cash products would implicate some extra activities with respect to a
rollover migration. These activities would have some operative disadvantages such as:
• More effort in the systems due to a unique event with high volumes to be managed;
• More operative risk due to manual operations needed in some systems which are not able to
automatically manage the index migration;
• Settlement issues due to any interests’ prepayments in a single event.
In the following it is reported an infra-period migration example (contractual parameters are the
same used in the previous example):
• 01/01/2020: LIBOR dismission announcement at the end of the year (31/12/2020). The spread
adjustment is frozen.
• 01/12/2020: interests’ period start date fixed at LIBOR.
• 31/12/2020: LIBOR dismission. From this date on, LIBOR cease to be significant.
• 31/12/2020: fallback clause trigger and infra-period migration.
• 28/02/2021: interests calculated as the sum of two different rates (in-advance and in-arrears).
• 01/03/2021: the next interest period is fixed at fallback rate.

2.2.3

Migration in Derivatives Contracts

As regards derivatives contracts the migration has different significance with respect to cash products.
The possible scenarios for an index switch are the following:
1. Phased Approach - clause fallback migration defined by ISDA:
• Pros: contractual continuity, no remuneration between counterparties, phased approach;
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• Cons: hedging risk of cash products, spread management for a relevant period beyond
the rate dismission.
2. Big Bang Approach - “one-single step” index switch from LIBOR to fallback rate and infraperiod migration management:
• Pros: the transition is completed in a single day, at the fallback rate;
• Cons: migration management in a single day (Big Bang Approach) with high operations
volume; infra-period migration management from in-advance to in-arrears calculation.
2.3 Comment to the Index Migration
Not all operators are satisfied and convinced by a markets global migration in the direction of a
logic of backward-looking rates with application in arrears. The proposal of using the LIBOR until
its natural dismission and then continue the contract with the fallback rate might be the one which
has less impacts on the systems. In addition, from a financial perspective, there might not be the
need of compensation. As regards cash products, legal aspects concerning the existing contract
validity with fallback rate should be considered.
• As concerns derivatives, ISDA declared equivalent using fallback rate in substitution to LIBOR.
This means that whoever will accept to adhere to ISDA protocol published on 23/10/2020 will
automatically have the existing contracts amendment with fallback rate inclusion and thus the
legal validity of the new rate.
• As regards cash products, English regulators recommend continuing the contract with the
rate proposed by ISDA. The American working group proposes three priority levels to decide
which clause to utilize. Even if it is expected that sterling and dollar market will converge to
the same logic (compounded in-arrears rate with lookback mechanisms), the systems will have
to be prepared to managed ad-hoc contractual amendments including switch with different
rates (including the SOFR term rate plus a spread).
As for derivatives products, the systems will have to manage the base rate calculated as ex-post
compounded rate progressively summed with ex-ante period spread adjustment. In case also cash
products were coherent with derivative ones, similar measures could be provided on the coupons
including observation mechanisms too. In the following two considerations as regards spread
adjustment and base rate:
• Management Event: after the LIBOR dismission, the system will have to migrate to a fallback
rate and thus it has to manage the new interest period as a new contract indexed to RFRs.
• Final Rate Calculation: it is necessary to provide (i) spread adjustment management coherently with the coupon period â the spread adjustment reflects a specific time horizon and
it is known ex-ante; (ii) progressive calculation of the base rate (compounded or ex-ante).
As regards cash products, the management of the observation mechanism applied will be
included in the base rate calculation too.
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